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ORIGINATIONPRO.COM

Dave Hershman—Top Industry 
Author and Speaker
•

Produced almost 600 transactions in his first 18 months 
in the industry—including  closing 60 in his 12th month; 

Run sales forces for large production organizations; 

Directed the sales force for the largest mortgage 
technology organization;

Written seven books in the areas of finance, management, 
sales &   marketing—including two best-sellers published 
by the MBA; 

Helped found a Federal Bank, serving as a board of 
director; 

Been a keynote speaker at hundreds of industry events



OUR GOALS TODAY
 The advisor approach—selling without rates 
 Sales and lead conversion skills 
 Key marketing concepts 
 Maximum Rules of Synergy Marketing
 Marketing other experts through your 

sphere 
 Better than homebuyer seminars: Advisor 

Seminars 
 Synergy Partners 
 The PR Machine 
 Newsletters of experts 

And 
Coaching

—Q&A 
on any 
topic



LATEST NEWS ON THE HOUSING FRONT
 FHA is in the news…

 Dave Stevens is nominated for FHA Commissioner
 HUD Secretary Donovan testifies before Congress—

 Admits FHA default rates are up.  Is FHA the next pillar to fall?   Could portend 
new tightening of FHA requirements or higher MIP fees. 

 Default rates higher for DPA program
 Announces SWAT Teams will be swooping in on problem lenders. 

 NAMB withdraws its challenge to the new appraisal program
 Freddie Mac tightens condo requirements for FL: attached new units must be approved 

by Fannie Mae. 
 Fed to continue purchase of Treasuries this week as well as putting pressure on banks to 

sell toxic assets despite change in accounting rules
 Congress is considering regulating YSPs. NAMB is supporting so far.  Latest news, mark-

up on this bill has been postponed and hearing may be held. Key issues..
 Will bankers also be required to disclose?
 What will the restrictions be?  Does not look to be a total ban but limiting putting 

someone into a higher cost program because YSPs. How do they do this?  It will be 
hard!   Great example: Margins on Option ARMs.  

 National licensing is coming for loan officers—including minimum credit score and net 
worth 6



NEW FHA LOAN LIMITS—
CONFORMING JUST RELEASED

FHA Base Limits
One-Unit $271,050
Two-Unit $347,000
Three-Unit $419,400
Four-Unit $521,250



STIMULUS PACKAGE
Of Major Importance: Tax Credit
 From $7500 to $8,000 (or 10% of home’s value, whichever is less)
 Purchase from January 1, 2009 to November 30, 2009
 It is “refundable” which means they get it even if they did not pay taxes
 Must be a first-time homebuyer (cannot have owned a home for three years)
 Must make less than $75,000 as a single, less than $150,000 if joint filer 

(phases out above that to $95K for single and $170K for joint)
 Some summaries say that you can actually go back and amend returns and file 

against your 2008 taxes.  Implications for down payments?  One state has 
already… 

 It is now a credit, instead of a loan.  Must remain in home for three years, or 
entire amount is recaptured upon sale. 

 Must be a principal residence
 If you use a revenue bond program to purchase you can still use the credit
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OBAMA PLAN—HOME AFFORDABLE REFI

 Present loan must be a conforming loan (see “look-up” systems)
 Effective with loans delivered April 1, 2009 until notes dated June 10, 2010. 
 Maximum LTV is 105% of value.
 Includes high-cost conforming loans (729K). 
 Existing seconds can be subordinated above that (no new seconds allowed)
 Relaxed MI requirements…existing MI company must “play along” providing 

same coverage as original loan. If originally did not need MI—will not now.  
 Must be a lower mortgage payment or a more stable product.
 Subject to LLPA but not adverse market delivery fees. 
 No cash-out allowed nor can money be used to pay off junior liens.  
 No short-term adjustables or conversion from fixed to adjustable. 
 Any types of properties approved by agencies. 
 Any types of transactions: owner-occupied, second homes, or investors. 
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HOME AFFORDABLE REFI—EXPANDED?
 For Freddie Mac:  Must be originated by the servicer or an “Affiliate” of the servicer.  Must 

have the mortgage file of the loan being refinanced.  Must be 3 months seasoned with no 
30—day lates in past 12 months (or for the term of the mortgage if less than 12 months). 
Must be manually underwritten.  Seller to warrant value using a new appraisal or AVM or 
statement that value has not dropped from original value. Freddie Mac “look-up” link: 
https://ww3.freddiemac.com/corporate/ At least one wholesaler allowing brokers—if 
serviced by them. 

 For Fannie Mae: 
 DU Refi Plus: can be done by any Fannie Mae approved  lender using DU (does not have to be 

the servicer of the loan).  Enhancements to DU will be available by May 2, 2009.   Ineligible 
recommendation allowed for LTV or minimum representative credit score.   Follow appraisal 
requirements required by DU.  Full income documentation. 

 Refi Plus: loans can be manually underwritten but must be originated by the servicer. 
Servicer can represent value has not dropped or if not, full appraiser for estimated LTVs over 
95% and full appraisal or exterior only for LTVs under 95%.  Can use verbal VOE and no debt-
to-income ratios calculated, but lender must determine borrower has ability to repay. 

 No subprime, Alt-A, reverse, second or government loans
 No seasoning required and no minimum credit score requirements
 Fannie Mae “look-up” web link http://www.fanniemae.com/homepath/homeaffordable.jhtml
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THE MOST IMPORTANT $39..
…You will ever spend

Start with a free package..
Package, includes—Book of Home Finance (soon to be updated) 

and more; Audio Marketing Seminar; Performance Library of 
articles—all accessible on the dashboard of the system;

Add in the most comprehensive sphere marketing system…
The NewsletterPro Marketing System is the most effective 

marketing tool to your most important target. 
Then top it off with 

A complete certification program that comes with coaching from 
the number one industry expert

And there is no obligation: you can cancel at any time

Upgrade available-Includes MyMortgageCommunity & Velma
11



WHAT IS CMA?
Certified Mortgage Advisor

 Ten webinars including today’s. There is a choice of at least three webinars 
for the tenth webinar. 

 Includes three part planning/advisor course. 
 Schedule on www.certifiedmortgageadvisor.biz

 Six months to attend all 10 courses (15 hours of training)--must attend LIVE!
 Certification page posted on site (above) with list of class dates so you can 

track.  It is your responsibility to track!
 Continuing education---CMA Case Studies—We don’t want you to stop learning

 Must be a NewsletterPro Marketing System subscriber for six months
 Test is issued. Passing score gives you CMA certification
 Marketing materials coming as well..Logo, seminars and more! 

 New:  Webinar registrations, slides and audio all on home page of newsletter 
system. 
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SUMMARY OF PART I—
ECONOMIC CONCEPTS
What does it mean to become an advisor? 
What do you have to know to become an advisor? 

 Topic One:  The real estate process
 Topic Two: Three economic reasons to own
 Topic Three: Rate advice 

 Topic Four: Concepts of Prepayment

All webinars will be repeated



SUMMARY PART II—
COMPARING OPTIONS
 Changing the question
 Comparing point options

 Comparing different loan terms
 Comparing mortgages over 

future scenarios 
 Comparing mortgage 

combinations 
 Qualifying concepts: focus on 

suitability and overcoming 
obstacles



SALES/MARKETING GOALS
 Framing the issue..

 Do you want to spend your career answering the question---What is your 
rate on a 30-year fixed mortgage?    OR,

 Do you want to spend your career answering the question—What is the 
best mortgage for me? Or what should I do? 

 The CMA curriculum is designed not only to change the question, but to give 
you the substance to enable you to answer confidently. 

 The keys—the Advisor Approach
 Understand the difference between sales and marketing
 Of the two—marketing is more important—because the goal is to get you in 

front of the “right” people. 
 If you market rates or promises, you will get responses by rate shoppers. 

The key is to present yourself as an expert advisor. What are you 
promising?   What are you saying? 

 Networking vs cold-calling?  With networking you start in a position of trust. 
With cold-calling you are at home plate. 



INCREASING RESPONSE
 The way you elicit response will determine how easy it is to convert

 How hard is it..to convert a cold call vs a strong referral? 
 Therefore, you must look at your marketing first

 Create a sense of urgency
 Not just— “if you act now”
 Timing may be everything in your marketing: example, rent 

increases.  Or today’s example: Homebuyer Tax Credit
 You do so with knowledge-for example, benefits vs costs 

(comparison, refi webinars cover these)
 Response mechanisms—we will come back to these

 Free reports
 NewsletterPro Marketing System



INCREASING RESPONSE--II
 Differentiate yourself—two keys

 Social proof is important when marketing as an expert
 Your saying it is not important. Others must say it for you. 
 Must have actual name (you have to get permission)
 Law of reciprocity and a great way to add value—who have you written for?
 Include in all aspects of marketing—flyers, websites, emails (Even email 

signature)

 Wall of fame in office? 
 You need a plan to get them—don’t ask them to write—2% vs. 98%
 Phone call after closing puts you in position (covered later)

 Guarantees 
 Does not have to be about giving their money back
 Does not have to focus on rate

 Could be on service or product or satisfaction
 Today—just great response makes you unique (that is sad—but it is also an 

opportunity)
 Gives people piece of mind—few will test the guarantee.
 If one does test the guarantee—great way to publicize



LEAD CONVERSION SKILLS
 Create a great first impression

 Typically that impression may be made by voice mail or email.
 What does your voice mail message or email signature look like?  Does it 

look/sound like everyone else?   (Hi, I am not at my desk right now….)
 Do not answer the phone unless you are ready

 People respond to how you say it as much as what you say. 
 Know what you are going to say…

 Not talking about scripts here—but conversation practice.  PERSONALIZED!
 The person asking questions controls the conversation
 Just don’t throw questions out, making it an interrogation. Open questions start 

conversations.   
 The goal is not to pre-qualify or fill out app—but gain trust. 
 The key is listening skills—and you can’t listen unless they are talking

 Practice—you do not get a second chance. How much role-paying do you do right now?  
Do you know how to role-play? 

 The number one key?  Follow-up!
 Speed wins every time
 Not just the short-run—but the long-run too.  How long does it take to buy a home 

from conception to fulfillment of dream? 



SAMPLE QUESTIONS—NOT YOUR SCORE
 How did you hear about (or referred you to) me (or my company)? 
 What is your name and phone number? 

 Are you calling about a purchase or refinance? 
 Have you signed a contract yet? 

 Have you begun looking at homes?

 Do you have a Realtor?
 What is the purchase price and what loan amount are you looking for? 

 Are you considering a new home?
 What geographic areas are you considering?  Is this close to where you live now?  Transition...

 What type of property are you financing? 

 How long have you known the Realtor/financial planner? 
 Is this your first home? 

 Are there questions I can answer regarding the home financing or purchase process? 
 What are your long-term financial goals? 

 Have you had any professional advice in this regard? 

 By when must you make application? 
 Talked to anyone regarding integrating your home into your long-term financial plan?

 Are you looking for the lowest monthly payment or to minimize your cash contribution?
 Have you considered a 20-year mortgage which will give you 2/3 the benefits of a 15 year with 

less than 50% of the additional cost?  



KEY MARKETING CONCEPTS

 Marketing is not something you do—it is the way you think. 
 You must overcome marketing reluctance (close cousin to sales reluctance).
 You must deal with infinity. The number of actions you could take are endless. 

You must choose a few—do them right and do them consistently. The word here 
is focus. This is the one reason the vast majority of those who try to do their 
own newsletters fail. 
 The key—is integrating marketing into your everyday tasks—maximum synergy 

marketing.  I may push you to diversify—but it all must be connected. 

 You cannot change the world in one day. You must stick with the activities to 
see the results.

 You must believe. Do not try something with a negative attitude. If you don’t 
believe it will work—it won’t. 

 Things you must do—as part of plan implementation--
 After closing call—three things: Thank You; Is there anything I can do…; is 

that anything I could have done…
 Attend settlements if they are local (if not call in)
 Say thank-you-the most important close in the world
 Become an expert—what CMA is all about



SEVEN RULES OF SYNERGY MARKETING
 Rule #1—Every activity must achieve another objective. 

 Key objective—don’t get lost in the refi boom—leverage it.   Realtor Oppty. 
 Rule #2. If you are marketing by yourself, you are wasting synergy. Who else is 

trying to reach the same target as you and is selling a non-competing product?
 Here the key is partnering with other experts—CPAs,  financial planners, 

attorneys, etc.   How do you meet them? Through networking?   How about a 
network group comprised solely of experts? 

 What do you have to offer?  The NewsletterPro Marketing System will give you 
plenty.   Watch out for the rule of infinity—a few partnerships and go deeper—
synergy partners. This is one of the most important rule for what we call 
LEVERAGING your marketing efforts. Example—Realtor Sales 
Meeting.  Imagine if you did a REAL sales presentation—who would want to 
be there? 

 Rule #3. Some targets are more effective than others.   The most effective target?  
Closest relationship and highest concentration of business. This means your 
personal sphere is most important (and why sphere marketing is one of our 
required courses).   

 You must overcome call reluctance and remember, you are not necessarily 
looking for a “deal “ from friends. What are you looking for? 



SYNERGY RULES CON’T
Rule #4.  Some tools are more effective than others.  Examples of tools of experts:

 We already talked about two—social proof and guarantees.  
 Newsletters
 Seminars
 Articles—published in local paper?   Special reports as response mechanisms
 Start a Blog—put it on a real estate, financial or general site.  Plenty of material available.
 Press Release—get the publicity machine rolling (sample will be part of CMA marketing ). 
 See next slide
 Public Speaking skills----a future CMA webinar?  Another differentiation tool. 
 Example, Seminars.   Want to give a first time homebuyer seminar? 

 First, try a topic that makes you unique--- refi/cash flow seminars for planners? 

 Overcoming the four challenges to home ownership
 How to buy a home using someone else’s money

 Key ingredient—three economic reasons to own a home.
 You will get these powerpoints as part of the certified mortgage advisor cert. 

 Second,  present with synergy partner

 Ultimate partner—government
 CPA for taxes?  Financial planner? Insurance agent? 

 Share cost and leverage marketing
 Add substance—are they a good speaker? 



PR MACHINE—GET IT ROLLING
 Public Relations. Websites offering free PR and Article Releases. Here are a few:

 www.ezinearticles.com
 www.goarticles.com
 http://www.1888pressrelease.com/
 www.eworldwide.com
 http://www.free-press-release.com/
 www.pr.com
 www.prfree.com

 The sites will typically default to a fee, review carefully to avoid this
 There is a difference between an article and press release. Some sites will 

not submit your article/press release if it is not in the correct format or 
newsworthy.

 Getting to the Press 
 www.haro.com (Site will send to you daily a list of request from writers 

looking for an expert or source)
 www.prleads.com
 Media List. You can purchase a list of media and pitch stories. 

Courtesy of Jonathan Klein, Certified Divorce Professional Institute



GOING BACK TO WEBINAR #1
Advisor Webinars

 Concept One: The economic reasons to own.
 The home as an investment: concept of leverage
 The home as a tax deduction: concept of rental equivalency
 The home as an inflation hedge: concept of inflation protection

 Are you teaching this to Realtors/financial planners?  How 
well do they know it?

 When they see you are the expert—you can sell first time 
buyers better than them, the whole concept changes. 

 Concept Two: Sphere marketing and synergy rules

 Concept Three: Never present a webinar without partners.  



SYNERGY RULES CON’T
 Rule #5 Every activity can be made more effective through additional doses of 

synergy. The goal here is to go deep instead of trying 10 activities. 
 Example:  Newsletters

 Synergy Rule Number One---integrate them into your whole marketing plan.  Example, 
post them on your website

 List of 30 or 3,000—up to you (with email marketing, expense is minimal)—go deeper
 Share articles with synergy partners—leverage (Real Estate Page)
 Use to deliver sales meeting presentations
 Get articles published
 Use response mechanisms—get them to call.  (see next rule)  

 Rule #6. Do not market without a response mechanism. Here we go back to the 
concept of name ID versus the phone ringing. You must do both. 

 Rule #7. If you are not offering something of value—do not bother marketing. 
 Value must be unique. Think of how less valuable a rare coin becomes if it is no 

longer unique. 
 Our capitalist history is represented by companies who became industry leaders 

because of their uniqueness. For one Dominos Pizza—they didn’t care what it tasted 
like or if they ran over someone—they just got it to your door in 30 minutes or less 
(until they ran over someone). 



THE MARKETING PLAN

 Key is to have a comprehensive marketing plan that delivers value
 Key component of Sphere Marketing Webinar is to set up this plan

 Identify your sphere—go backwards
 Grow your sphere—go forwards
 Prioritize your sphere—you can’t have lunch with 3,000.  Develop the 

“pyramid”
 Deliver value to a great percentage of your sphere—for example, those who 

don’t qualify? 

 Key is to deliver value to your sphere
 What is your unique value? 
 Does your sphere think of you as a loan officer/Realtor—or an expert? 



DELIVERING VALUE TO 
SPHERE..
 First-time buyers—how are you 

helping put them in position? 

 Did you know the average buyer 
takes up to two years to move 
ahead? How are you going to 
stay with them for that time? 

 Answer: Long-term value



FINANCIAL DESTINATION 
FDI—A Comprehensive Solution to Risk-Based Premiums

And getting transactions to happen
 Professional credit restoration improvement—not a bandaid
 Debt reduction plan
 Unlimited budgeting and other financial advice (such as the tax benefits 

of owning) from CFPs and CPAs
 Cost? Less than most charge just for credit services.  $59 monthly.         

$15 to join. No long-term obligation. 
 Even better—you can chose—just refer deals in without joining. Or when 

you join as a rep—you get $20 monthly for each client that participates! 
(rep cost a one time fee in addition to joining as a member)

 More information:  www.hershmanfinancialgroup.com
 24/7 Webinar: http://fdi.originationpro.com/
 Live Webinar tomorrow (Thursday).  www.originationpro.com



NEWSLETTERS

Ultimate Value Delivery
 Expertise. Portray you as an expert                

—no handy homeowner hints—
Test--Realtor Sales Meeting

 Understandable—no complex bond language
 Relevant up-to-date news they can use today
 Easy—it can’t take your time to write, 

personalize or send
 Flexible—different pieces for different 

segment of your sphere—some targets are 
more important than others. 



NEWSLETTERS

Ultimate sphere marketing—(Con’t)

 Response. Designed to make the phone ring 
with more than one piece available. You are 
not Proctor and Gamble. 

 Flexible (again)—different formats from HTML 
to PDF to Mail pieces 
(even 1 to 4 page)

 Leverage. Consumer pieces to give to 
Realtors to send to their consumers. 



WHY NEWSLETTERPRO? 
 Written by industry expert for over 20 years
 Unlimited use for one price
 Print and HTML pieces that are easy to personalize
 More than just a newsletter—

 4-pages and 1-page
 Sales and real estate/finance article
 Bonus flyers and letters

 Coaching and Training by  Dave Hershman (CMA certification)
 The cost is $39 monthly for both NewsletterPro  & the CMA 

training program.   
 You can cancel at any time
 Need mail or email fulfillment system? You can upgrade to 

MyMortgageCommunity and the VELMA personal marketing 
assistant—cost $69 monthly



WHY NEWSLETTERPRO? 

All these pieces—and more 
for one low price!



FIRST

Log 
In



THEN..

Go to 
Update 
Profile



STEP ONE
Update 
Your 
•Name 
•Contact 
Info
•Personal 
Paragraph
•Address 
Block



STEP ONE—PART TWO
On same page you 
can update your 
•Disclosure
•Choose calculator 
links
•Change your 
password
Don’t Forget To Hit 
“Update Profile” 
Button



STEP TWO
After you update your 
profile, you can then 
download your company  
logo—
•Click on “Company 
Logo” on profile page
•Locate your logo  on 
your hard drive to upload
•Click “Upload File” 
•Make sure the logo no 
larger than the size 
specified



STEP THREE

Back to the Profile Page 
you can now download 
your picture
•Click on “Personal Photo”
•Locate the photo on your 
hard drive
•Click on “Upload File”
•Make sure the photo is   
no larger than the size 
specified



AS EASY AS 1-2-3: YOU ARE SET 
UP



BUT THAT IS NOT ALL…
 The main page/dashboard also 

gives you access to all print  
materials, including archives

 Each document has a version in 
Microsoft Publisher. If you have 
that program (part of Office 
Professional)—you can edit in any 
way.  These then can be turned 
into PDFs or included in an email. 

 Each document also has a “PDF” 
version which allows you to add 
your name in the box.  The PDF 
version can be mailed or emailed 
as an attachment. 

 VELMA will help you automatically 
personalize the 4-page newsletter



START-UP DOCUMENTS

The start-up documents 
include—

 A sample welcome letter to 
your newsletter prospects;

 Instructions to add a banner 
to your Outlook Signature so 
that those you email can 
sign up;

 Back Pages. These help 
turn the  one-page 
documents into self-
mailers. 



THE REAL ESTATE UPDATE

 Four page document
 Traditional self-mailer 

newsletter
 For all parts of your 

sphere
 Industry news,  

economic 
commentary, charts

 Includes finance 
article



THE SALES UPDATE

 It is not enough to 
distribute news, you must 
teach your B-to-B targets 
how to sell which is the 
ultimate value

 Realtors, financial 
planners, CPAs, title 
companies, insurance 
agents

 Designed as great sales 
meeting material for 
presentations



THE REAL ESTATE PAGE

 Consumer articles on 
finance and real estate 
topics

 Can be used for prospect 
conversions when topic is 
right  (archives become 
important)

 Can give to Realtors and 
Financial Planners to send 
to their clients—leverage. 

 Can use as response 
mechanisms



THE REAL ESTATE TRENDS

 One page print 
document

 Legal size
 Can be turned into 

a mailer or PDF
 Industry news,  

economic 
commentary, 
charts



BONUS FLYERS & 
LETTERS

 We can produce flyers 
and letters that are 
topical for every 
environment

 We integrate response 
mechanisms into the 
flyers so they can call for 
articles or special 
reports

 More than a Newsletter—
we offer a complete 
marketing system



WHAT WE COVERED TODAY…
 The advisor approach—selling without rates 

 Sales and lead conversion skills 
 Key marketing concepts 

 Marketing other experts through your sphere 

 Better than homebuyer seminars: Advisor Seminars 
 Seminars for Realtors and Financial Planners 

 Synergy Partners and Advisor Networking Groups 
 The PR Machine 

 Newsletters of experts 

Are you ready to take action? 



MY GIFT TO YOU…
If you stay a member of the NewsletterPro and 

after the 30 day trial period
—after six months you will be eligible for 
Certified Mortgage Advisor Certification

Questions or have not received password? 
Email us at   success@hershmangroup.com

Also—want my OriginationPro Mortgage School DVDs or Complete 
Mor tgage Management or Marketing Kits?  

NewsL200 for $200 off!

www.OriginationPro.com


